
Robert Smith 
Casting Associate

PERSONAL STATEMENT

A creative, critical, and curious young professional with the ability to 
energize individuals and organizations to be the best they can possibly be. 
Seeking to obtain and hold a stable position to be able to support through 
college.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Casting Associate
ABC Corporation -   2008 – 2009 

Responsibilities:

 Viewed thousands of homemade, contestant tapes.
 Submitted VHS tapes to select &quot;first-round&quot; potential cast 

members.
 Filmed and edited all interviews to create concise highlight material, 

incorporated any original VHS footage, and made a series of tapes.
 Invited a select group of participants to a local hotel to be sequestered.
 Performed final casting decisions were made after continuous 

observation and frequent testing.
 Managed a group of contestants to help determine who would best fit 

the seasons cast.
 Gathered as many details about their personalities as possible and 

reported findings to the casting director and producers.

Casting Associate
Delta Corporation -   2013 – 2015 

Responsibilities:

 Conducted in-depth pre-interview calls and use independent judgment 
to determine if applicants should be booked for a full interview.

 Provided casting associates and producers with insightful 
recommendations regarding the potential cast.

 Collaborated with your casting team in all aspects of the casting 
process. Acquired knowledge of all office systems including but not 
limited to phones, computers, office machines, etc.

 Communicated accurately show information to talent and check talent 
availability as required.

 Supported Team members by pulling photos by accurate description for 
clients, checking background availability, setting up fittings or 
interviews, calling out details or making call time changes, etc.

 Effectively served as a member of the on-call team &amp; fulfill all 
responsibilities associated with opening the office.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Guest Service, Active 
Listening, Social 
Perceptiveness, Critical 
Thinking.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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